
Eden Park Academy
KS1 Rolling programme (2 Years) Year A

Autumn Spring Summer

Big Idea

Fairy tales & Story telling

Big Idea

Transport

Big Idea

Celebrating North Devon Beaches

Texts at
the heart
of the

curriculum

Mixed Up Fairy tales by Hilary Robinson

The Disgusting Sandwich by Gareth

Edwards and Hannah Shaw

Once upon a dragon’s fire by Beatrice

Blue

Red Riding Hood and the sweet little

wolf by Rachel Mortimer

Jack and the Beanstalk by Carly Gledhill

Goldilocks and Just the one bear by

Leigh Hodgkinson

The Great Fairy-tale Disaster by David

Conway

Fearless Fairytales by Konnie Huq and

James Ray

Jack’s Mega Machine series by Alison

Ritchie

Emma Jane’s Areoplane by Katie Howath

Diggesaurs by Micheal Whaite

Little People, Big Dreams- Amelia

Earheart by Isabel Sanchez Vegara

Man on the moon by Simon Bartram

Things that go by Neiko Ng

The Naughty Bus by Jan Oke

We completely must go to London by

Lauren Child

Izzy Gizmo by Pip Jones

Rosie Revere, Engineer by Andrea Beaty

Train by Mike Vago

Una and the sea cloak by Malachy Doyle

Dougal’s Deep Sea Diary by Simon

Bartram

Manfish: A Story of Jacques Cousteau

by Jenifer Berne

The Sand horse by Ann Turnball

Mrs Armitage rides a wave by Quentin

Blake

The secret of Blackrock by Joe Todd

Stanton

Who’s that hiding at the seaside? By

Katerine Mcewen

A First book of the sea by Nicola

Davies

The Real Boat by Marina Aromshatam

Texts will be adapted to align with children’s interests and current texts, films and issues.



History How have castles changed over

time.

Looking at Barnstaple castle/

Dunster Castle (Local History)

Kings and Queens- Linking with

the portrayal of Regal

characters in stories.

Significant person- Queen Elizabeth

Make your mark- How did the

Wright brothers change history?

Powerful female Figure-Amelia

Earheart

The First Aeroplane Flight

Events Beyond Living Memory

Lives of Significant Individuals

Changes in Transport over time

Barnstaple Town Station- How

travel has changed in Barnstaple

How did people travel before cars?

What did holidays look like in

the past?

Learning about holidays in the

Victorian era.

Changes in Living Memory

Geography Looking at traditional tales and

twists from around the world.

Cinderella could be used. This

could link to the local Pantomime

depending on the story being told.

Mexican, African and Greek versions

available.

Location Knowledge

Name and locate the world’s 7 continents

and 5 oceans
What can pilots see from the skies

above?

Navigation- The idea of vehicles

travelling to different locations.

Looking at a city study in depth

Locating national landmarks

Exeter, Bristol or London. (Could link to

possible trip)

Exploring if all beaches look the

same.

To develop a strong knowledge

of local beaches to them.

Westward Ho!, Woolacombe and

Croyde. How are these beaches

the same? How are they

different?

Looking at how beaches appear

on maps and making observations

about coastal environments.

Project on seaside’s in Britain

compared to International

seaside resorts.

Study about Australia so to

understand you can travel

around the world.



Use world maps, atlases and globes to

identify the United Kingdom and its

countries, as well as the countries,

continents and oceans studied at this key

stage.

Making use the of the range of

texts to begin to discuss

geographical features.

Once Upon a dragon’s fire is set on a

mountain range.

Basic map could be constructed to show

the journey of The Disgusting Sandwich.

This is a great opportunity to learn basic

map skills.

Use Maps to plan a journey

Geographical skills and fieldwork

-Use aerial photographs and plan

perspectives to recognise landmarks and

basic human and physical features; devise a

simple map; and use and construct basic

symbols in a key.

Regular use of Google Earth

Can you ride a bike to Australia?
Why do lots of people in Amsterdam
travel by bike?
Why are scooters taking over
European cities?

Place knowledge  

Understand geographical similarities and

differences through studying the human

and physical geography of a small area of

the United Kingdom, and of a small area

in a contrasting non-European country.

(Compare British seaside to a

non-European seaside.)

Human and Physical Geography

-Use basic geographical vocabulary to

refer to:

x key physical features, including: beach,

cliff, coast, forest, hill, mountain, sea,

ocean, river, soil, valley, vegetation,

season and weather 

x key human features, including:

city, town, village, factory, farm,

house, office, port, harbour and

shop

Science Y2 Uses of Everyday Materials

-identify and compare the suitability of a

variety of everyday materials, including

wood, metal, plastic, glass, brick, rock,

paper and cardboard for particular uses

-find out how the shapes of solid objects

made from some materials can be

changed by squashing, bending, twisting

and stretching.

Making links to stories by analysis and

evaluating materials.

Y1 Everyday Materials

-distinguish between an object and the

material from which it is made

-identify and name a variety of everyday

materials, including wood, plastic, glass,

metal, water, and rock  -describe the simple

physical properties of a variety of everyday

materials  -compare and group together a

variety of everyday materials on the basis of

their simple physical properties.

Y1 Seasonal Changes

-observe changes across the four

seasons  -observe and describe weather

associated with the seasons and how day

length varies.

-Weather

Why do people travel the most in the
Summer?

This will also be covered throughout the

year. Allowing children to make ongoing



Little Red Riding Hood’s Cape

Strength of materials for the

Giant in Jack and the bean stalk

Building materials from the 3

little pigs

Choosing materials to make a

kite from the disgusting

sandwich

Looking at different vehicles and

the properties that make them

effective.

The need for vehicles to be robust.

That they have a purpose.

Exploring how vehicles are made of

multiple materials. Link the

material to having a particular

purpose.

observations of seasonal changes as they

happen

Observing and recording the

daily weather patterns of the

United Kingdom.

Working scientifically will be woven throughout the teaching of Science

Art To use painting to develop and share

their ideas, experiences and

imagination.

Settings- Different landscapes

Kingdom, castle, enchanted woods ect

Focus Artist- Vincent van Gough

Project Ideas

● Collage beanstalk

● Pattern landscape

● Shape castle

To use drawing to develop and share their

ideas, experiences and imagination.

Planning and drawing different vehicles

How do you decide what to use?

Focus Artist- Georges-Pierre Seurat 

Project Ideas

● Line drawing landmarks

● Pointillism Boat Scene

● 3D Hot Air Balloon

To use sculpture to develop and share

their ideas, experiences and

imagination.

Sand sculptures

Focus Artists- Jackson and Young Local

current landscape artists. They use

collage and other materials to produce

pictures.

Project Ideas

● Collage landscape

● Wax resist under water picture

● Watercolour and pen sea

treasures



To develop a wide range of art and design techniques in using colour, pattern, texture, line, shape, form and space.

This will be revisited for each art project.
Design &
Technology

Design, make and evaluate a

puppet and puppet theatre.

Look at puppets to support

design ideas.

Plan and build a moving vehicle Plan and make a healthy picnic

for a day at the beach.

Use the basic principles of a healthy and

varied diet to prepare dishes



Select from and use a range of tools ad

equipment to perform practical tasks.

Select from and use a wide range of

materials and components, including

construction materials, textiles and

ingredients, according to their

characteristics.

Technical Knowledge Build structures,

exploring how they can be made stronger,

stiffer and more stable Explore and

use mechanisms, in their products.

Understand where food comes from.

Prepare a snack to take on a long

journey. Explore the origins of the

ingredients.

How do bananas get here? Build a lighthouse structure.

Look at pictures and models of

lighthouses and experiment with

using paper to make different

3d shapes.

Termly project that involves planning and working towards a design criterion.

Music Music

A1: All About Me: (PSHE links)

Children get to know one another through

games and activities designed to

introduce them to the musical concepts

of pulse and rhythm.

A2: Fairytales: (English links)

Introduce to the concept of timbre,
creating sounds to represent characters

and key moments in a story.

Music

A1: Traditional Stories: (English links)

Introduced to instruments of the orchestra

and practice identifying musical
instruments as well as composing music
based on familiar stories

A2: Space: (Science links)

Journey to space through music, movement,

chanting and the aging of tuned percussion

instruments, culminating in a final

composition

Space: Inspired by The Planets by Holst -

represent planet through music and compose

their own motif bookended by a soundscape

to represent a journey through space.

Music

A1: By the Sea:

Look at how to represent the sounds of

the seaside using their voices, bodies and

instruments and explore how music can

convey a particular mood

A2: On This Island:

Take inspiration from the British isles,

compose soundscapes to represent

contrasting landscapes of the uk:

seaside, countryside and city.



Explore dynamics through untuned
percussion and create rhythmic patterns
to tell a familiar fairy tale.

RE Yr 2 - Who do Christians say made the

world?(Creation)

What do Christians say about God as the

creator?

- What does the Creation story tell us

about God, Creation and the world?

- How do Christians ‘thank’ God for

creation?

- What makes the world we live in

amazing?

Yr 1 - Why does Christmas matter to

Christians? (Incarnation)

- How do we know about Jesus and his

life?

- Why is Jesus so important to

Christians?

Yr 1 -What is the ‘good news’ Christians

believe Jesus brings?(Gospel)

- What is the link between ‘Gospel’ and ‘good

news’?

- What do Bible texts mean to Christians?

- How does Jesus instruct people to behave?

- How do Christians follow teachings about

forgiveness and peace?

- How do Christians put these beliefs in

practice during worship?

- Is Jesus’ ‘good news’ only good news for

Christians? Can other people learn about how

to live?

Yr 2 - Who is Jewish and how do they live?

(God/Torah/the People)

- What are the words of the Shema and how

are they important to Jewish people?

- What stories are used in Jewish

celebrations? (Chanukah)

Yr 1 -What does it mean to belong to a

faith community?

-Why is loving others important?

- What did Jesus and other religious

leaders teach about loving other people?

- What happens at a traditional

Christian/Muslim welcome ceremony and

what do the actions/symbols mean?

- How do people show that they love each

other and belong to each other when

they get married?

- How do people express their identity

and belonging in faith communities?

Yr 2 - How should we care for others and

for the world and why does it matter?

-What stories and texts say something

special and each person is unique and

valuable?

- What key beliefs do some people find in

these stories?

- What does Genesis 1 tell Christians and

Jews about the natural world?

- How do stories show that people care

for each other?

- How can Christians and Jews care for

the natural Earth?



- How do Christians use the Nativity

story to guide their beliefs and actions

at Christmas time?

- How do other people celebrate

Christmas?

- What do you have to be thankful for?

- How do stories used in Jewish

celebrations(Shabbat, Chanukah) remind

Jews about what God is like?

- How do Jewish people celebrate special

times? (Shabbat, Sukkot, Chanukah)

- How do the Jewish ideas of God in stories

affect how people live?

- How might some Jewish people remember

God in different ways? (mezuzah, Shabbat)

- Why might Christians and Jews want to

look after the natural world?

- How does believing in God affect the

way that people treat each other and the

natural world?

- Why should everyone (religious or not)

care for others and the world?

PHSE Topic Link- Making good choices

● Health & Wellbeing

● Families & Close Positive

Relationships

● Friendship & Respecting Ourselves

and Others

PSHE Texts

Topic Link- Road Safety

Emergency Services- Vehicles that help to

keep us safe

● Media Literacy & Digital Resilience

● Keeping Safe

● Safe Relationships

● Managing Hurtful Behaviour &

Bullying

PSHE Texts

Topic Link- Relationships

● Mental Health

● Communities

● Shared Responsibilities

● Ourselves, Growing and Changing

PSHE Texts

Forest

School

Getting to know your environment and

becoming familiar with the forest

location.

Understanding Forest Safety

What can you do in the forest?

Possible
Visits

Dunster Castle

Barnstaple Fair

Queens Theatre- Pantomime

Train Journey from Barnstaple Station

Bus journeys to various locations

Dingles Fairground

Croyde Beach

Rock pooling at Woolacombe

Wesward Ho! Seaside holiday

Destination



Storytelling and travelling theatre

companies

Author and Illustrator Visits

Barnstaple Castle

Exeter Airport (school visits programme)

City Visit to Exeter or Bristol with a large

transport network

Steam Train Exepreince

Ilfracombe Boat Trip

Sand Sculpture building

Weston Super Mare – Traditional

beach holidays

Lifeguard Talks/ RNLI visit

Visit/ workshop with artists Jackon &

Young

Frequent visits to Barnstaple Library, Barnstaple Museum, Sporting Facilities and local outdoor spaces/ woodland.

Computing Information Technology

-Word Processing (typing up own fairy

tales, character descriptions, Columbus

fact files etc)

-Animation (simple animations/flipbooks

for a fairy tale story)

Digital Literacy

-Copyright and Ownership (why we save

our work, what we create belongs to us)

Digital Literacy

- E-Safety Day (general work on keeping

ourselves safe online)

-Self Image/identity (people can change

their identity online, issues online that make

us feel sad, worried etc)

- Health,wellbeing and lifestyle (rules for

using technology at school and home)

Information Technology

-Virtual Reality (scan/create qr codes)

Computer Science Algorithms (understand,

write, debug, implement simple algorithms)

Computing

Information Technology

-Photography/digital art (take and make

simple edits to photos, create pictures

using online art programs)

-Sound (record beach sound effects,

record voice and add different effects)

Computer Science

Coding/Programming (create a simple

program, use sequence, debug simple

program, predict outcomes of simple

programs)

Oracy To engage in group discussions, that

relate to different topic areas, tracking

the speaker and recognising when it is

their turn to speak.

To recount stories and experiences with

increasing confidence adding some

interesting details.

To speak clearly and audibly to ensure

their individual voices is heard.

To use subject specific vocabulary and

key words when speaking.

To speak in grammatically correct

sentences.

To track the speaker attentively, in a range

of contexts, including more formal

situations such as school assemblies.

To ask questions and offer comments that

are relevant to the topic

To use paired talk time to organise

thoughts in whole sentences before

expressing them.

To use sentence stems to scaffold verbal

responses.

To answer questions using full sentences

and begin to give reasons behind answers.

To practise the skill of hooking back to

previous learning

To give enough detail to hold the

interest of the participant(s) in a

discussion.

To recognise that different people will

have different responses and that

these are as valuable as their own

opinions and ideas.

To speak in front of larger audiences

e.g. in a class assembly, facing their

audience and ensuring their voice is

unobstructed.



To practise and rehearse reading

sentences and stories aloud, learning

short amounts of text when necessary.

To take on different roles in drama and

role play activities discussing character

feelings.

To participate in the Christmas

performance, learning short sections of

text off by heart and knowing when it is

their turn to speak.

To use subject specific vocabulary and key

words when speaking.

To speak in grammatically correct

sentences.

To practise and rehearse reading sentences

and stories aloud, learning short amounts of

text when necessary

To use subject specific vocabulary and

key words when speaking.

To speak in grammatically correct

sentences.

To practise and rehearse reading

sentences and stories aloud, learning

short amounts of text when necessary.

To engage in workshops and enjoy

professional performances, imitating

some of the content when role

playing.To begin to vary language

according to the situation e.g. formal

and informal.


